Attention Model Aircraft Builders

These photos show some of the variations of the 484th BG Aircraft paint schemes

42-52700 a Ford built B-24H “Generator Joe,” war weary and unfit for combat was modified to serve as the squadron hack. A hack was used to transport personnel to rest camp areas, to make beer runs, and to pick up supplies.

42-52683 A Ford built B24H “The Uninvited” shows a typical white on olive color scheme. The waist window displays a local modification. Note the de-icer boots have been removed.

44-50403 a Ford built B-24M late in the war showing the round background for the squadron number, but is not repeated aft.

42-52072, A Ford built B-24J, “Miss Kay” with squadron numbers, and cowl rings painted in red. Black paint was generally used on natural silver aircraft.

42-51851 Ford Built B-24J Shows the Consolidated tail turret. Note: the inside of the left rudder is painted red.